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About This Game

A murder mystery visual novel by sakevisual.

A teenager with the ability to relive the death of any corpse he touches finds himself tangled in another murder case when the
owner of a high profile corporation dies under mysterious circumstances. This time, however, he's forced to team up with a

group of kids with abilities as strange as his own. Unfortunately, these new team mates might be more dangerous than the killer
they're hunting.

Everyone has something to hide, and the past never stays hidden for long. Interrogate suspects, explore the house of the wealthy
deceased, and unearth the secrets of others while you try to keep your own hidden.

Genre: Supernatural, mystery, anime
Gameplay: Visual novel, adventure game

Content: Contains depictions of crime scenes and some blood

Art: M. Beatriz Garcia
Writing: Ayu Sakata

Music: Marc Conrad Tabula

Voice Cast
Mikolaj Gurski: Chris Niosi

Naoki Mizutani: Micah Solusod
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Aki Mizutani: Apphia Yu
Li Mei: Cherami Leigh

Kevin Nealy: Zach Holzman
Sophia Millerson: Karen Hayman

Liam Auten: Matt Alan
Marissa Klein: Melissa Johnson
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Title: Kansei
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
sakevisual
Publisher:
sakevisual
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018
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If you like a game where you need to be very accurate but the gun shoots by itself....then this is the perfect game for you!.
Controls are a little funky, and when playing the shaman and using the speed boost spell, you can barely run properly. For 12
\u20ac we get some recycled buildings, some repainted buildings and almost no new buildings. In addition we get a new sector
project that only unlocks new building options and a bit of game time of which 95% is spent waiting for the next mission timer
to reach zero....
I expected a LOT more from Anno and unfortunately the newest installment of the series can only dissapoint...

Summary: if you can get it on a sale it may be worth it. Otherwise: don't bother.. Really enjoyed this game on Switch and enjoy
it even more on PC (the classic theme definitely makes this the best version of the game). Hopefully they will add an online
leaderboard. Regardless, this is easily one of the best rhythm games on steam right now.. everything looks great,gameplay
great,its just that the riders' movements on replay look robotic unlike in motogp 17 everything looks smooth on replay. Kinda
torn here. Game is obviously early access and that gives it a pass on stuff. But there are some really basic things that are missing.
For example no settings page on the home screen. Sometimes its nice to turn down render distance on games like this but you
don't have that option. Second when you are in game there is no options tab. I spent a few minutes pressing every single button
to see what they did. The concept seems cool and for early access I thought the graphics were decent, but just adding some basic
things to help the user at the beginning would be great.

Also maybe a tutorial. Hope the devs don't abandon it. Gonna be one of those deals where if there is no movement in the next
few weeks I would ask for your money back. 12 bucks for an active always improving game is reasonable, but a dead game......

We shall see.. Call of Duty Black ops - Mac Edition was a very fun, and exilerating game. You unlocked many weopons each
time you ranked up, and had many weopon upgrades and costomizable features. Many weopons were only used in certain maps,
for example, a l968 sniper rifle (I think thats the name) wasnt used on Nuketown because it would get owned by famas and
galils all the time. This game needs some serios addons however, as it became boring at higher ranks. I think the upgrades that
should be added are:
1.voice comunication
2.Larger maps
3.more weopons & equipment
4.rides such as tanks-jeeps-bikes
5.more camos (the only good one is tiger)
I hope you guys enjoyed this quick review on Black ops - mac edition.
GOLDIE OUT!
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About this game. I fell the graphics are bad. I mean, they did intentionally the appearance to look like old 80' pixelated game.
But, I saw other games doing the same and but this game graphics are terrible ugly.

One of the think is annoying me is that I found this game by filter all Fully Support Controller. I'm playing this game on mac
using PS3 controller. The game didn't recognised, so the only way I could play it is by using keyboard and mouse, not from my
couch like the About page says.. this game made my hungry again. VERY VERY FUN. Can't wait for Modular Combat 2!!!.
there is no option to press
but the game is still running. Carl: "I have a rule about people I work with."
Robin: "Oh?
Carl: "I don't get involved."
Robin: "Uh huh. I have the same rule."
Carl: "I'm thinkin' about breaking this rule."
Robin: "So am I."

And so begins the laugh out loud awfulness of The 11th Hour. Almost everything about this game manages to be terrible . By
not explaining the prior events of the first game from the start, we're left in the dark as to what's going on. And not in a good
way. The mansion from the first game is reused, but dirtied and destroyed to make it completely ugly and uninteresting. The
blinking cursor is incredibly obnoxious. The videos are long, drawn out, and poorly written. The puzzles are usually uninspired.
This was the game that closed Trilobyte's doors and when you play it, it's obvious as to why. The mystery and spookiness of the
original game is nowhere to be found here. Adventure game fans: avoid this game unless you have a morbid interest in B-grade
schlock.. Buy this now!!!!. Supprisingly addictive. Save your time and money.

I love clickers, I love achievements, I love multiplayer, I love RNG stuff, and I love jumping straight in without tutorials (which
this has none). I think I'd have had more fun playing against a friend "flip a coin." There's no skill, there's no explanation to how
anything works, it's just frustrating.

DO NOT BOTHER.

I got it in a bundle otherwise I'd return it. Blech.
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